BEARDSLEY   THE   VOGUE
in the forthcoming number of "The   Studio" ...    I
should  blush   to   quote, the   article. . . .     My  weekly
work  in the   "Pall   Mall  Budget"   has   created   some
astonishment. ...    I have already far outdistanced the
old men at that sort of thing (caricature and wash-work).
, . .    My portrait of Irving made the old black-and-
white duffers sit up; and my portrait of Verdi, this week,
will make them sit up even more. ...     I have fortune
at my foot.    Daily I wax greater in facility of execution.
...    I still cling to the last principles of the P.R.B.
and am still the beloved of Burne-Jones.'     In conclusion,
he exhorts his friend not to be 'a fixture in the land of
the  Philistines'.    'Come  out',   he  says,   'from  among
them if you can manage it.    England after all is the
place for oof and fame!—a sentiment he illustrates with
a drawing of the rising sun and a bag marked £. s. d.'
In a postscript he adds, 'I'm to have a grand show of my
work at the New English Art Club in the Spring/    And
so Beardsley became the vogue.    He made everybody
csit up'.    Not to have heard of Beardsley was to be a
barbarian.
For Beardsley, John Lane always entertained the
liveliest admiration and affection. Despite the injustice
Lane was forced to inflict on him over the Wilde affair,
they remained friends to the end. Beardsley's letters to
his friend and publisher are full of animation and boyish
fun. Here is one dated from 114 Cambridge Street
and written on the eve of the publication of Volume I
of the Yellow Book:
*Yes, my dear Lane, I shall most assuredly commit
suicide if the fat woman does not appear in No. i of the
Yellow Book. I have shown it to all sorts and conditions
of men—and women. All agree that it is one of my best
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